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The well-known Tychonoff Product Theorem says that the product of compact
spaces is compact. In our best knowledge this theorem depends on the product
topology (so called the Tychonoff topology) and this topology is particular
the topologies induced from the right or the initial topologies.
this fact we generalize the theorem.

to

Motivated by

Given a set X and a family of topological spaces {X a}aEA and functions fa
: X ->X a, the topology induced on X from the right by {fa} is the smallest or
coarsest topology such that fa is continuous.
The following generalization of [3, Theorem 12. 9J is necessary to prove our
main theorem.
LEMMA.

Let X have the topology induced from the right by a family

of

functions {fa: X ->X a IaEA}. Then a filter 'J in X converges to XoEX ijJ fa

un,

the filter generated by all fa(F), FE'J, converges to fa(X o) in X a foreach a.
Proof. If 'J->Xo in X, then fa('J)->fa(xo) in X a, because fa is continuous.
Conversely, suppose fa('J)~fa(xo), for each a. Let W be any basic neighborhood of Xo in X.

Then W is of the form fa,-I(V 1)

n... nfa.-I(Vn ),

where Vi is a neighborhood of faJxo) in Xa;, for i=l, ···,n. So ViEfa,('J)
for each i, and hence fa,(Fi)e Vi for some FiE'J. Let us take F=F 1 n... nFnE'J and Fe ni:! fa;-I(Vi)=W, so WE'J. Thus 'J->xo.
Given a set X and a family of topological spaces {Xa}aEA and'
functions fa : X -~ X a, let X have the topology induced from the right by {fa}
THEORD1.

such that
(i) fa (X) is a closed subset of X a for each aEA.
(ii) For every choice of xaEf,,(X)eXa, ~fa-l(xa)7'=q\

Then, if each X a is compact, it follows that X is compact.
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Proof. It is sufficient to show that any maximal filter in X is convergent.
Let ;} be a maximal filter in X. Then fa(;]) is a maximal filter in Xa for
each aEA. Since X a is compact, fa(;]) converges to some point xaEXa and.
Xa must belong to fa(X)=j~(X). For, if xa$fa(X), then for every

neigh-

borhood U of Xa there exists an FE;] such that faCF)c U, this is impossible.
Then by (ii) there exists XEX such that faex)=x a for each aEA. Therefore,
by Lemma, we have ;]-X.
Since the subspace topology is the one induced fro,m the right by the inclusion, we obtain
CoROLLARY

1. Every closed subspace of a compact space is compact.

Now the following theorem is clear.
COROLLARY

Xa

2. Let X be a set, X a, aEA, topological spaces and fa:

surjections for each a such that

x-

Ofa -1 (Xa) =/=1> fer every choice of XaE

X a• If X has the topology induced from the right by {fa}, then X is compact
iff each X a is compact.
COROLLARY

REMARK

3. The Tycho1UJff Product Theorem and its converse.

1. We can prove Theorem 1 just following one of the standard

proofs of the Tychonoff Product Theorem, for example

DJ, with slight modi-

fication. The proof requires one of the equivalent forms of the Axiom of ChGlce.

REMARK

2. We can also prove Theorem 1 using Corollary 1 and the Tycho-

noff Theorem: Under the same notation in Theorem 1, {fa} determines a function f: X-Y=DaeAXa such that Paf(x)=fa(x) for each XEX, where Pa is
the a-th projection. Then clearly the topology of X is induced from the right
hy f and f(X) =/ffa(X) is compact. We can prove Easily that if X has the
topology induced from the right by a surjection f : X-X' and X' is compact,
then X is compact.
REMARK

3. It is well-known that the Tychonoff Theorem implies the Axiom

of Choice [2J. Therefore, from the above remarks, we know that the followings are equivalent.
(1) The Axiom of Choice.
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(2) Theorem
(3) Corollary 2.
(4) The Tychonoff Product Theorem.
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